
Welcome to 

King’s College London



Visit overview

• 3.15-3.45 pm - Introduction to King’s and overview of graduate school 
– Dr. Vaughan Robinson, Head of Graduate School 

• 3.45-4.20 pm - Campus tour led by our current students

• 4.30 – 5.00 pm - Global Health presentation with Q&A (15-20 min 
presentation followed by questions) – Dr. Paula Baraitser 



Established 
in 1829



History of 
King’s

• England’s 4th oldest 
University

• A founding college 
of the University of 
London

• Medical education 
can be traced back 
to 1107 – from 
Thomas Beckett to 
Florence 
Nightingale



Top 20 

in the

World



15,500 
undergraduate students

6,500 
postgraduate students

2,800 
postgraduate research 

students

=
A world leader in 

education and 
research 



USA

- 1,100+ students 
across all levels 
and subjects

- 5,000 alumni

- USA Office



World Class 
Research



Eight Faculties & 
Schools

• Faculty of Arts and Humanities

• Dental Institute

• Faculty of Life Sciences and Medicine

• Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and 
Neuroscience

• The Dickson Poon School of Law

• Faculty of Natural and Mathematical 
Science

• Florence Nightingale Faculty of Nursing 
and Midwifery

• Faculty of Social Science and Public 
Policy



In the heart of 

London



THE 
SHARD

The Heart of London



In the heart 
of London



Objectives

To develop new ways, through partnership, to enhance the student and academic experience while 
adding value across arts and culture

To engage new audiences with King’s

Approach

Under the leadership of well-known sector advocate, Deborah Bull

Two cultural hubs: Cultural Institute and Science Gallery London

Work of the Cultural Institute covers four areas:

–Employing academic rigour to address the cultural sector’s key questions, challenges and 
opportunities 

–Enriching academic research and artistic practice through creative collaboration in the public 
arena

–Enhancing academic research and student learning through cultural partnership, including 8 
collaborative Masters programmes

–Ensuring academic research realises its full potential in the cultural sector

Culture at King’s

Vital statistics 2012/13
• >400 academics and students 
• >200 artists and cultural organisations
• 15 internships
• >47,000 audiences engaging with King’s
• Partners included BBC, Tate, Southbank 

Centre, British Library, Fuel Theatre…



MA Early Modern Literature: Text and 
Transmission (with the British Library) 
MA Shakespeare Studies (with the Globe Theatre) 
MA Eighteenth Century Studies (with the British 
Museum) 
MA Christianity and the Arts (with the National 
Gallery) 
MA Cultural and Creative Industries (with the Tate 
Modern) 
MA Arts and Cultural Management (with a range of 
London cultural partners, starting 2014) 

Programmes with Cultural Partners
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The Graduate School
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Why Graduate study at King’s: Excellence

•PhD Completion rates the best in the country
•Research Excellence
•Newly refurbished estate
•Excellent libraries at King’s and locally
•Teaching Excellence
•Employability
•In the top 20 universities in the world
•One of the fastest growing Grad Schools in UK. 70% growth 2006-
2013
•8 RCUK DTCs, DTPs or CDTs
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Research Excellence
•Excellent supervisors and research environment:_

•39% of our research rated as world leading, double that in 2008

•Moved up league table for research quality from 22nd to 7th

•Biggest gain by any university 2008-14

•6th in UK for ‘power’ (quality and quantity of research)

•4th in UK for impact of our research
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Our objective
•To help students become a research leader, capable of critical 
independent thought and extending the frontiers of knowledge

•To give students the skills and confidence to communicate research 
findings at international conferences

•To develop in students the competencies, attitudes and skills that will 
make them highly employable
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How does the Graduate School support 
our students
•Ensure high quality & stimulating teaching

•Provide high quality training in study skills

•Provide high quality training in transferable skills to make you more 
employable

•Attract the brightest brains from around the world

•Improve the student experience
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What do our current students think?
•Postgraduate Research Experience Survey, 2015:

•81% felt experience at King’s had met or exceeded expectations

•Topics where King’s scored above the sector and the Russell Group included:

•Supervisor’s knowledge and skills

•Identifying training and development needs

•Understanding of requirements and deadlines

•Assessment procedures

•Awareness of supervisor’s responsibilities

•Understanding of research integrity

•Confidence that students will complete on time
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Graduate School training
•‘Researcher Development Programme’. 200+ courses pa in a range of skills 
related to completing your thesis, personal effectiveness, and increasing 
employability
•Team of four Skills Development Officers 
•On-line catalogue of training opportunities & on-line                                         
booking called Skillsforge
•Dedicated postgraduate Careers Advisor
•Two Royal Literary Fund Writing Fellows who offer 1-to-1 writing support
•On-line learning resources
•Training Fund to which you can apply for money for specialist training
•Free access to some intensive Modern Language Courses 
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Feedback from students taking our courses

•‘This has been wonderful. I now have a clear idea of where my weaknesses are 
and a plan on what I need to do for the next step in my career’
•‘Information presented in this Workshop is so important for everyone that I will 
tell my friends about this’
•‘Excellent presentation and so useful for me as I try to think about the next step 
in my career’
•‘I have learnt so much and heard about so many things that I had no idea about 
before – how could I have entered the job market without this 
‘This is by far the most useful 2 days I have experienced throughout the whole of 
my academic life!’
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Graduate School initiatives: 
internationalisation
•Connecting with excellence

•Travel grants for PhD students to visit partner Universities
•Travel grants for PhD students from partner Universities to visit 
King’s
•Joint PhDs with our international partners
•Resources

•Some free Modern Language Centre courses
•Grants to deliver papers at research conferences
•Attract the very best students from around the world to enrich the 
research community
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Graduate School initiatives: creating 
communities
Exploring better ways of making postgrads feel part of a community of 
scholars with shared goals, concerns and challenges
A social community
•‘Unlocking London’ events organised by KCLSU and funded by the 
Graduate School
•Space: Graduate Lounges and Graduate Zones
An academic community
•Virtual Learning Environment + e-resources
•E-zine, blog tweets



Your Questions?



Keep in touch:

UK contact

Vaughan.Robinson@kcl.ac.uk

US contact

Chris.payne@kcl.ac.uk



Strand Campus Tour

Led by Brittney (MA Public Policy & 
Management) & Maria (BA War Studies & 
History)


